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Abstract — How many people do you know that do not 

own a smartphone? Your answer is most likely zero.  

Having a smartphone provides you with access to 

information at your fingertips, anytime and anywhere. 

Keystroke biometrics is used to identify the user based on 

their typing speed, style, and rhythm. This is key because 

it can be used to identify an individual, in other words it 

can be used for authentication.  This study concluded that 

the extent to which keystroke performance results 

obtainable on smartphone soft keyboard devices surpass 

those obtainable on hardware keyboards. The system 

used to capture the data consists of a Java applet to collect 

raw keystroke data over the internet, a feature extractor, 

and pattern classifiers to make identification or 

authentication decisions. Experiments on 22 subjects 

typing 4 common nursery rhymes of over 100 characters 

on two keyboard types – soft and hard keyboards. The 

biometric equal error rates on the keyboard data – the 

keystroke timing data similar to that available on 

hardware keyboards,  was 13.6%. These results show that 

considerably greater biometric value is available from 

smartphone soft keyboards data compared to that from 

hardware keyboards. 

 

Index Terms – biometrics, keystroke biometric, mobile 

devices, authentication 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Keystroke biometrics, also called keystroke dynamics, 

is used to verify or identify a person entering the 

keystrokes. The motor-control production of the 

keystrokes can be unique, similar to a person’s handwriting 

or signature [18].  The goal of the study is to quantify the 

degree to which text input devices - mechanical or 

touchscreen - yield biometric authentication performance.  

 

A recent study determined that considerably greater 

biometric value is obtained on smartphones touchscreen 

compared to hardware keyboards. The study included 30 

subjects that entered a chosen passcode number of 914 193 

7761 for several days [9]. This current effort focused on 

text input of 4 nursery rhymes (Twinkle, twinkle, little star, 

Mary had a little lamb, The itsy bitsy spider, and Humpty 

Dumpty). But the conclusion was the same because the 

accuracy was greater for touchscreen smartphones 

compared to those of mechanical keyboards (obtained an 

EER of 13.6%). 

 

II. KEYSTROKE BIOMETRICS BACKGROUND 

 

Keystroke biometrics has become more popular recently 

due to the increasing importance of cyber security, 

computer or network access control, and the growing 

number of mobile device.  The present approach is focused 

on static verification, having a user type a specific string of 

characters usually during a login, and then their keystrokes 

are investigated for authentication purposes.  For example, 

when logging in a system, the user’s typing pattern is 

analyzed when he/she types the user-id and password 

[3].  Few studies have tackled the more challenging 

problem of keystroke biometrics using “free text”, where 

the individuals can type random text as input [19].  There 

is typically an enrollment or training phase, which involves 

asking the user to type a pre-defined word or set of words 

in order to get a practical amount of data for identification. 

Keystroke dynamics refers to the usual patterns or tempo 

a person demonstrates while typing. This tempo and 

pattern of striking a keyboard are distinctive to the 

individual, similarly to how handwriting or signatures are 

distinct to an individual. The use of keystroke biometrics 

for confirmation and identification purposes was first 
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investigated back in the 1970’s [14].  Keystroke biometrics 

is a way of identifying users by how they type, such as 

duration of a keystroke or hold time, latency between 

keystrokes, where on the key the user pressed, how much 

the user drifts over the course of a key press, and the 

orientation of the phone. This is the in depth data that 

identifies precisely who the person is by their typing 

characteristics on a computer keyboard or mobile phone 

soft keyboard.  These traits are usually extracted using the 

timing information of the key down/hold/up events. 

Hard keyboards have far less features for determining 

identification than soft keyboards.  Computers can collect 

the raw data of the key pressed and the time at which it was 

pressed. In addition to this, it can also record the time at 

which the same key was released and for how long it was 

pressed. This information is calculated and stored while the 

user is typing.  The data and certain features are extracted 

and used to create a set of digraphs or tri-graphs producing 

a result that should identify the user as authentic as shown 

in Fig. 1.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Diagraph or Tri-graph example   

 

Latency is a feature commonly used by many early 

researchers. There are three types of latencies as defined by 

[2] - press-to-press (PP), release-to-release (RR) and 

release-to-press (RP) latencies. The diagraph is also 

defined as the PP latency by researchers in literature [11]. 

Recently, researchers have also called the release-to-press 

time as flight time [15]. These features are easy to extract 

from the raw information since the system can log the time 

at which each key press was made. 

Some uncontrollable characteristics are environment and 

keyboard manufacture (key size and spacing). 

Environment plays an important role in determining the 

typing behavior of an individual.  Depending on the type 

of keyboard, the rhythm or keystroke dynamics of the user 

may be affected. 

Smartphones today contain many different sensors that 

can be used to assess real-world characteristics, like user 

biometrics. The vast majority of smartphones on the 

market today have software that displays a virtual 

keyboard/software keyboard better known as a soft 

keyboard on the touch screen and the user’s input is passed 

on by the touch screen to the underling application.  The 

soft keyboard makes use of sensors (detailed in the next 

section), such as the accelerometer to measure 

acceleration, the gyroscope to measure torque, and the 

orientation sensor to measure the relative position of the 

device and the touch screen to get the exact location the 

user has touched to introduce a keystroke.  These sensors 

create a parameter that is measured in the three dimensions 

of space x, y, and z. On the software-side, a keystroke is 

divided into three events: onPress, onKey, and onRelease. 

The first is raised when the user touches the screen, the 

second when the software sends the character to the 

underlying layer, and the last presents the event when the 

user’s finger leaves the screen. This fine-grained approach 

is necessary since smartphones allow to change the 

selected character after the onPress event so the final 

character is only fixed when the user’s finger releases the 

screen. These three events are recorded in milliseconds in 

a timestamp for all sensor values. Depending on the user 

the duration of a keystroke can last from 80 ms to 500 ms 

[7]. 

 

III. SENSORS 

 

The definition of a sensor is a device that responds to a 

physical stimulus (such as heat, light, sound, pressure, 

magnetism, or a particular motion) and transmits a 

resulting impulse (as for measurement or operating a 

control) [12]. Typical sensors and brief descriptions are 

shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Typical Smartphone Sensors [13] 
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A. Overview of typical sensors [8], [1], [16] 

 

Not all smartphones are equipped with the same sensors. 

These sensors are used to provide enhanced capabilities 

that a simple cellular device cannot provide thus putting the 

“smart” into smartphone.  Table 1 and Table 2 provide a 

mapping of what sensors are equipped in some of the more 

popular smartphones on the market today followed by a 

definition of each sensor. 

 
TABLE 1 

SMARTPHONE SENSOR MAPPING 1 [6] 

 

 Accelero 

-meter  

Gyro  Proximity  Compass  Baro-

meter 

Hall  Light 

Samsung 

Galaxy S5 

x x x x x x x 

LG G3 x x x x   x 

HTC One 

(M8) 

x x x x x  x 

Motorola 

Moto G 

x  x x   x 

Motorola 

Moto X 

x x x x x  x 

HTC Desire 

816 

x  x x   x 

Huawei 

Ascend Mate 

7 

x x x x  x  

Sony Xperia 

Z3 

x x x x x  x 

Oppo Find 7 x x x x   x 

Kyocera 

Brigadier 

x  x x x  x 

 

 

 An accelerometer is a device that measures changes in 

gravitational acceleration on 3 different axes. They are 

used to measure acceleration, tilt and vibration. At 

rest, an accelerometer measures 1g: the earth’s 

gravitational pull. An acceleration sensor measures the 

acceleration applied to the device, including the force 

of gravity. 
 A gyroscope is a device for measuring or maintaining 

orientation. It can measure the rate of rotation around 

a particular axis. The gyroscope measures the rate of 

rotation in rad/s around a device's x, y, and z axis.  
 A proximity sensor detects the presence of nearby 

objects.  
 The digital compass which is usually based on the 

magnetometer provides mobile phones with a simple 

orientation in relation to the Earth's magnetic field. 

The phone knows which way is north so it can auto 

rotate the screen depending on your physical 

orientation.  
 The barometer helps the GPS get a faster lock by 

instantly delivering altitude data 
 The hall sensor interacts with a magnet. Typically used 

to detect when a smart cover is open or closed  
 The light sensor is used to optimize the screen 

brightness when it is exposed to normal light with 

different intensity. The smartphone can detect the 

amount of light present to optimize its display 

brightness, so that you can see the screen more easily. 

It saves battery life, as it uses less power when the 

display is dim. 

TABLE 2 

SMARTPHONE SENSOR MAPPING 2 [6] 

 

 Gesture  Fingerprint  Heart 

Rate 

Sensor 

Temperature Step 

Detector 

Step 

Counter 

Samsung 

Galaxy S5 

 x x    

LG G3       

HTC One 

(M8) 

      

Motorola 

Moto G 

      

Motorola 

Moto X 

   x   

HTC Desire 

816 

      

Huawei 

Ascend 

Mate 7 

 x     

Sony Xperia 

Z3 

    x x 

Oppo Find 

7 

      

Kyocera 

Brigadier 

      

 

B. Overview of typical sensors (Continued) [8], [1], 

[16] 

 Gesture sensor is used to detect and recognize gestures 

from the parts of the human body such as hands, arms, 

face, and head. Gesture sensors are mainly based on 

image sensor.  
 A fingerprint sensor is used to capture a digital image 

of the fingerprint pattern. The captured image (a live 

scan) is digitally processed to create a biometric 

template which is stored and used for matching. 
 Heart rate sensors use light to check blood flow 

beneath the skin. Based on the blood flow patterns 

(e.g., peaks and valleys) the sensor will provide data 

to the application.  
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 Temperature sensors are small thermometers typically 

measuring through the glass of the smartphone.  
 The step detector sensor triggers an event each time 

the user takes a step. The step counter sensor provides 

the number of steps taken by the user since the last 

reboot while the sensor was activated. The step 

counter has more latency (up to 10 seconds) but more 

accuracy than the step detector sensor. 
 

 

IV. POPULAR ANDROID SMARTPHONES   

 

Google’s Android phones hold 79% of the global market 

[10]. The chart below lists the top 10 Android phones 

recommended by the following three websites that provide 

tech product reviews.   
 PCMag provides labs-based product reviews, tech 

news, and buying information. They are 

recognized for their PC Labs that produces over 

2,000 reviews a year. 

 

 CNET reports on the latest consumer technology 

news and they provide unbiased product 

reviews.  They give users the information, tools 

and advice that users may need to purchase their 

products. 

 

 Consumer Reports is an independent, nonprofit 

organization that serve consumers by providing 

unbiased product testing and ratings.  Their 

engineers and experts test products in their 50 

state-of-the-art labs and 327-acre car testing track 

located in Connecticut. Their mission is to strive 

for a fair, just and safe marketplace for all 

consumers.  Additionally, they want to empower 

consumers to protect themselves. 

 

The three product review websites rated different 

Android models which are listed below. However, only the 

LG G3 and Samsung Galaxy S5 were rated highly by all 

three product review sites. 

 
TABLE 3 

POPULAR SMARTPHONES 

 

 PC Mag [10] CNET [4] Consumer Reports 

[5] 

1 HTC One (M8) LG G3 Samsung Galaxy S5 

2 LG G3 Samsung 

Galaxy S5 

Samsung Galaxy S5 

Active 

3 Motorola Moto 

X 

Sony Xperia Z3 Samsung Galaxy S5 

Sport 

4 Samsung 

Galaxy S5 

Motorola Moto G LG G3 

5. Samsung 

Galaxy S5 
Active 

Motorola Moto X Samsung Galaxy S4 

6 Kyocera 

Brigadier 

Samsung Galaxy 

Note 

LG G2 

7 HTC Desire 

816 

CAT B15 HTC One (M8) 

8 Google Nexus 5 Samsung Galaxy 

Note 2 

Samsung Galaxy 

Note 3 

9 Huawei Ascend 
Mate2 

Samsung Galaxy 
S III 

Motorola Droid 
Maxx 

10 Motorola Moto 
G 

Sony Xperia Z Sony Xperia Z1S 

V. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL    

 

In the process of developing a useable keystroke 

biometric authentication system, a biometric baseline for 

each user’s typing characteristics are required in order to 

compare and potentially verify said users authenticity.  In 

order to determine a baseline for comparison, one 

experiment that was used was a “Nursery Rhyme” typing 

experiment.  The data collected during this experiment 

(limited to three users) was completed using three different 

laptops (mechanical keyboards) that utilized different 

operating systems and configurations.  Additionally, each 

user also entered the nursery rhyme data on an Android OS 

or a Windows OS smartphone (soft 

touchscreen).  Smartphone users disabled the auto correct 

and auto fill features to ensure that the users timing were 

captured. 

The purpose of the “Nursery Rhyme” typing experiment 

is to gather information about the users typing 

characteristics.  This experiment has the ability to collect a 

variety of different characteristics that can be used to 

uniquely identify users.  The expectations with this 

experiment, using known nursery rhymes, would allow the 

users, assuming that they are familiar with these rhymes, to 

type in the data in a more natural flow.  The users could get 

into a rhythmic flow while typing instead of typing in 

random sentences.  Also, the nursery rhymes have a fairly 

decent range of characters to enter allowing more data to 

be captured.  The nursery rhymes entered are displayed in 

Figure 3. 
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Nursery Rhyme 1 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star. 

How I wonder What you are. 

Up above the world so high, 

Like a diamond in the sky. 

Nursery Rhyme 2 

Mary had a little lamb, 

His fleece was white as snow, 

And everywhere that Mary went, 

The Lamb was sure to go. 

Nursery Rhyme 3 

The itsy bitsy spider climbed up the waterspout. 

Down came the rain 

and washed the spider out. 

Out came the sun 

and dried up all the rain 

and the itsy bitsy spider climbed up the spout again. 

Nursery Rhyme 4 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall. 

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. 

All the king's horses and all the king's men 

Couldn't put Humpty together again. 

Fig. 3: Nursery Rhymes 

This experiment was tested on two different types of 

keyboards.     

1. A physical hardware/mechanical keyboard- 

typical standard mechanical keyboard that is used 

with any desktop pc or laptop. 

2. A soft touch screen keyboard- a virtual keyboard 

that is displayed on the screen of a smartphone. 

. 
In support of this experiment, a variety of different 

smartphones and PC desktops/laptops were utilized. For 

this experiment there were a variety of devices used by 22 

different users, but for tables and figures in this paper we 

selected the devices and data of three users. 

 

When each user logged in, a user agent (UA) string was 

collected and based on that and the help from udger.com 

we were able to accurately determine what device the user 

was using during each session.  Based on the information 

gathered the table below lists the devices used. 

 
TABLE 4 

USER 1 UA STRING EXAMPLE [17] 
 

 

TABLE 5 

USER INPUT DEVICES [17] 
 

 Laptop OS Cellphone OS Carrier 

User 

1 

HP Windows 

8.1 

HTC One 

(m7) 

Android 

4.4.3 

Verizon 

User 

2 

HP Windows 

7 

Samsung 

Galaxy s3 

Android 

4.4.2 

Verizon 

User 

3 

Asus Windows 

8.1 

Nokia 

Lumia 928 

Windows 

8.0 

Verizon 

 

 

The data was collected with a Behavioral Biometric 

Authentication (BioAuth) plugin for Moodle.  This plugin 

recorded the mouse and keyboard activity for all users that 

participated in the “Nursery Rhyme” experiment. On pages 

where the site navigation elements are present, a JavaScript 

is loaded on the client side and the keystroke and mouse 

events are sent to the server periodically.  

 

The following data was collected for each key entered: 

 User: user  

 Session: session ID 

 Task: URL 

 User agent: the software agent used  

 Appversion: the version of the app used 

 Target: the HTML element that the event occurred on 

 Timepress: the time the key was pressed (recorded in 

milliseconds) 

 Timerelease: the time the key was released (recorded 

in milliseconds) 

 Keyname: key entered 

 Keycode: the keycode generated for a key press 

 

We then calculated the time release minus the time press. 

This represents how long the user pressed each key.  We 

also calculated the time release from the previous key 

minus the time pressed on the next key in order to measure 

the time between each key. 

 

A physical standard mechanical style keyboard is 

“dumb” by comparison to a smartphone keyboard.  The 

amount and type of data that can be collected using a 

“dumb” keyboard is limited.  Since a standard style 

keyboard does not have any sensors in it to capture data, it 

is limited to timing and whether or not a key is 

pressed.  This type of keyboard is a mechanical 

keyboard.  A press of a key sends a signal to the computer 

so the computer can process the character pressed. 

With the advancements in technology users are not 

tethered to a mechanical keyboard anymore.  With a 

smartphone, a user has the availability to type on the go.  

With these mobile keyboards comes a variety of different 

sensors available (mentioned in Table 1 & 2) to collect 

PC UA 

string 

Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; 

.NET4.0E; .NET4.0C; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 

2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; CPNTDFJS; InfoPath.2; 

rv:11.0) like Gecko 

Mobile 

Device 

UA string 

Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.3; HTC6500LVW 

Build/KTU84L) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/35.0.1916.141 Mobile Safari/537.36 
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data.  Some of the characteristics that can be captured with 

these sensors include but are not limited to timing, touch 

pressure, size, and time. 
 Timing: how long in between each key press. 
 Touch pressure: amount of pressure applied to a 

key. 
 Size: approximation of the screen area pressed for 

a key. 
 Time: how long the key is held when pressed. 
 The information that is able to be gathered from a 

smartphone soft touch keyboard    

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

When comparing biometrics systems, the most common 

performance metric used is the Equal Error Rate (EER) 

where the False Accept Rate (FAR) is equal to the False 

Reject Rate (FRR).  The lower the EER value, then the 

accuracy of the biometric system is higher. A recent study 

that consisted of entering passcode numeric sequence (914 

193 7761) concluded that the EER of 2.8% on all the 

touchscreen data that they compiled demonstrated that the 

touchscreen data has considerable greater biometric value 

than that available on hardware keyboards [9]. 
 

Our study, which is an extension, concluded in our 

“Nursery Rhyme” experiment that the EER was 13.6%, 

shows that the biometric value on the touchscreen handheld 

devices were greater than the mechanical keyboards of 

laptops and desktops.  This experiment was completed by 

22 users with a total of 230 sessions. There were 218 

features that were part of this experiment.  

 
TABLE 6: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS DATA 

(THE “NURSERY RHYME” EXPERIMENT WAS CONDUCTED USING 22 

USERS.  ABOVE MENTIONED 3 USERS WERE LIMITED FOR 

EXAMPLES/TABLES.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS DATA WAS 

CALCULATED FROM ALL 22 USERS.) 

 

Number of Users 22 

Number of Features 218 

Number of Sessions 230 

Key Press duration (milliseconds) 482.7347 

EER (%) 13.64711 

 

 

Figure 4, the receiver operating characteristic curve 

(ROC) is listed below. This curve shows the rate of false 

positives, the percentage of invalid inputs that were 

accepted (FAR, y-axis), against the rate of valid attempts 

that were rejected (FRR, x-axis).  Figure 5 displays the 

keystroke error rate for this experiment. 

 
Fig. 4: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)  

 
 

  

 
Fig. 5: Keystroke Error Rate 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

An EER of 13.6% was obtained in our experiments, 

therefore the goal of this research paper to quantify the 

degree to which text input devices - mechanical or 

touchscreen - yield biometric authentication performance 

was fulfilled.  

 

We would recommend that in the future, the research will 

focus on verifying if the extra sensors in the touchscreen 

handheld devices increase performance over that attainable 

from the mechanical keyboards of laptops and desktops.  
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